INTERFJORD A/S takes majority control of Air Truck Sea Cargo A/S
Retroactively, as from January 1, 2021 INTERFJORD A/S took majority control of Air Truck Sea Cargo A/S.
The previous co-owner and manager, Henrik Høgholm Jensen, wants to have some more time for new
projects outside the transport industry – and therefore he wanted to sell his majority holding. Together
with the remaining group of owners an agreement was made with the transport concern of INTERFJORD.
Henrik Høgholm Jensen will as manager be replaced by partner Thomas Smith Hansen, and until his
departure by July 31, 2021 Henrik will transfer his former tasks and customer and supplier relations to the
remaining team.
INTERFJORD A/S takes over 55 % of the shares, and the present shareholders, Daniel Gamborg and Thomas
Smith Hansen, continue as shareholders.
Air Truck Sea Cargo A/S with their office in Nørresundby employs 10 persons, primarily specialists within
road transport, such as single pack deliveries, part and full loads to and from Sweden and Norway.
INTERFJORD is a partner-owned transport concern with 110 employees divided between offices in Glyngøre
(HQ), Stavanger, Frederikshavn, Randers, and Krakow, and a full-service supplier of road transport products
in Europe, and courier, special express, project and air and sea transport world-wide.
We have great ambitions on behalf of Air Truck Sea Cargo A/S and see great potentials and a strengthening
of our activities on the Nordic market. The company’s values and set-up fit perfectly into our strategy for
continuous growth, development and value creation for both existing and new customers.
At the same time we take over a well-run company in Nørresundby with a team of 10 competent
employees. We look forward to developing the company together with the present team – and we stick to
our strategy as a partner-owned organization with Daniel and Thomas as partners in the concern, says
Partner and Group Managing Director Jens Holmgaard Pedersen.
At Air Truck Sea Cargo A/S they are very pleased, too. We look forward to a new chapter with exciting
potentials, and it was important for all to find a company in keeping with our values, such as high quality
and personal service. Together with our team we look forward to developing the business with a strong
organization, say Daniel Gamborg and Thomas Smith Hansen.
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